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Eating the Spiritual Way:
How to Have Good Fortune
Through What You Eat
The Lucky Chef is overwhelmed by customers throughout the country, and here she
introduces her miracle cooking methods. By making these foods your worries will
leave you, and your luck will improve.
Readers from all over the country are reporting that their lives have changed
for the better!
At the darkest time of her life, she was saved from desperation by something
simple her teacher taught her; a Salt omusubi. tico wanted to share this “Food of Life”
with others, and so the Lucky Chef opened a restaurant in Osaka called “Yuniwa.”
The restaurant is continuously flooded with reservation requests. Besides
the delicious food, the customers themselves give many reasons for the restaurant’s
popularity: Their family lives have improved, their families love coming home now,
they were blessed with children, they met new people and were able to find a spouse,
they passed a difficult exam—there are many reasons, but they share their enthusiasm.
This book aims to introduce the reader to her special cooking method: a method that
beings happiness to your family life, a method that honors the spirit.

“The kitchen is a mirror of the soul. If you are serious about food, everything in
your life will go well too.”

A Word From the Publisher
When tico cooks she invites spirituality into her kitchen and to her table. By doing so,
she invites good fortune into her life.
Just as she appears in the book jacket photo, she’s a fun, energetic, and lovely person.
But when she enters the kitchen, she takes on a different air.
In the kitchen, her cooking is a ritual, and her food is holy.
By cooking with the utmost care and respect, the idea of “deliciousness” and
“healthiness” enter new dimensions.
To purify your heart, ease all your worries with just one bite, and to be happy, that is
Eating the Spiritual Way.
To eat the spiritual way, you don’t need to be skilled at cooking or buy expensive food.
You can transform the food you always eat into spiritual food and tico will show you
how.

Contents
Think of Your Kitchen as Holy
Create an Altar
Rethink Your Refrigerator
Replace Your Chopsticks
Play Some Music

Replace Your Utensils
Wake Up and Drink in the Sunlight
Don’t Procrastinate
Clean Out Your Sink
Find a Dark Place by Not Cleaning Your Toilet

About the Author
The Lucky Chef. As an unhappy 17-year-old, she met a teacher of Feng
Shui, an old man from the North Pole. He told her if you change what you
eat, you can change your life. If you listen to what the voice says you can
hear it. If you stop to smell the aroma you can smell it. These teachings
were her initiation into the Yuniwa Style. In Kuzuha Hirakata, Osaka
Prefecture, she surpassed the idea of just natural eating and opened the
restaurant Yuniwa Shokuji. Her restaurant gained a reputation of people
experiencing good luck after having eaten there and was soon
visited by people from all over Japan. Presently, she operates
three separate establishments: Yuniwa Shokuji, Vegetable
Ramen Yuniwa, and Chashi Yuniwa. She also initiates new
people into the Yuniwa Style at her school Inogoha and is the
author of Inochi Gohan and Kizu no Gohan.
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Make Hidden Powers
Into Your Ally
Something just feels right?
We’ve collected 22 methods for bringing positivity into your life: from astrologers,
psychological councilors, buddhist priests, athletic trainers, acupuncturists, psychic
mediums, and mental coaches.
We went ahead and talked it over with everyone we could think of, from Tibetan
monks, to first-class acupuncturists, to astrologers, neuroscientists, spiritual councilors,
athletic trainers, priests, and mediums. In the end we followed the lead of our
curiosity and picked the best methods for ridding yourself of your assumptions, and
learning the deeper truths of life. From all the methods we learned of, we picked the
ones that felt the most useful, and made them into this book.
Even if you don’t believe in invisible forces, there are particular times when people feel
successful or happy. But from what I’ve seen, and from the people I know, the people
who are the most successful, and who lead the happiest lives, tend to believe in an
invisible force. When people feel that good things have come to them, be it luck or
fate or just hitting a groove, these are all examples of the invisible forces around us.

Life is that way too, and love, and happiness: the most important things in life are
invisible. Nothing would make me happier than for you to find a quiet place to sit,
release the tension from your shoulders, and read over this book. Take the time to feel
the invisible forces around you.

A Word From the Publisher
We asked the always happy-go-lucky author, who always brings a refreshing breeze
wherever he goes, Yamazaki Takumi, “why are you always so upbeat? Can you give us
the secret?”
And after asking him over and over again, he decided to finally write a book on it.
The content might strike you as a little bit strange at first, but once you try you’ll be
saying to yourself, “this is pretty good!” And you’ll be noticing results.
For those who are skeptical of spirituality, this light and easy to follow book is just
right for you.

Contents
-Bring Your Thoughts Back into Order
-Let’s Talk About Alpha Waves
-Refine Your Sensitivity
-Let’s Talk About Power Spots
-Attract Good Luck
-Let’s Talk About Good Luck Rituals
-Increase Your Power to Have New Ideas
-Let’s Talk About Meditation
-Use Your Decisive Ability
-Let’s Talk About Reflexes
-Ease Your Worries
-Let’s Talk About Reincarnation
-Erase Feelings of Irritability
-Let’s Talk About Out of Body Experiences
-Make Real Predictions
-Let’s Talk About A Timeline
-Make 1 move 100
-Let’s Talk About Good Luck
-Create Balance
-Let’s Talk About Acupuncture Points
-Change Who You Are in an Instant
-Let’s Talk About Parallel Worlds

-Change Yourself by Seeking What Your Body Needs
-Let’s Talk About Improving Your Health
-How to Bring in the Good Fortune You Want
-Let’s Talk About Synchronicity
-Understand Your Own Wave
-Understand the Seasons of Your Life
-Your Brain Will Open Your Eyes
-Let’s Talk About the Power of Healing
-Fill Yourself With Emotion
-Let’s Talk About Qigong
-Help Yourself Grow
-Let’s Talk About Projection
-Solve Your Worries
-Let’s Talk About Sleep
-Make Your Conversations Lively
-Let’s Talk About Purification
-Give Life to Happiness
-Break Through Your Own Boundaries
-Let’s Talk About Your Self Image
-Love Yourself
-Let’s Talk About Aroma

About the Author
Yamazaki Takumi was born in 1965. He is the author of Yaruki no Switch, Jinsei no Project, and Kikubari no
Tsubo. His books have sold a combined total of over 1,100,000 copies. His hit book Yaruki no Switch was
translated into English under the title Shift in 2011 and was sold throughout North America. His books have
also been translated into Mandarin, Korean, and Arabic. He is published throughout the world.
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Hiroko Mizushima

Relationships for Women
Why do women drive you crazy?
Those people that get emotional so quickly, those people with two faces, the people
that want to be in a big group, and those people that are competitive…
form a medical perspective, 99% of the irritation that you feel when interacting with
other people can be cured. Hiroko Mizushima, a human relations specialist, elucidates
the causes of and resolutions to women’s issues like groups, factions, gossip, and
jealousy.
These methods are useful not only to women, but to those who have women
employees, bosses, lovers, or wives.

A Word From the Publisher
Relationships for women? That sounds like a pain.
Have you ever thought that?
Do you have the thoughts: having lunch with my coworkers is a pain. And when I do,
there is so much tension between us. I can’t just be happy with my friends. Why does
the boss seem to hate me? And why are there so many bad rumors spread about me?
As soon as you start thinking about these things, it seems as if the day is already over.
You don’t hate people, but there is always someone that gets your feelings buzzing

about. If you know a woman like that, then this book is for you.
Women compare themselves to others. Women separate their friends from enemies?
Women always falls into strange love affairs. Women always turns inward?
How can anyone relate to such women?
Why is it difficult for you to make friends with other woman?
Is it because you are a woman and there is an inherit difficulty?
It’s no easy fix. You must build a meaningful relationship with your friends together.
Dr. Hiroko Mizushima, a clinical psychologist, will answer all your questions clearly
and concisely. For women who tend to have things in a mess, she shows them how to
bring order to their lives.
For women who read this book, they will be able to erase 99% of the irritation
experienced with their peers.The first time I read this book it peeled the blinders from
my eyes and I was really able to use it as a reference.
It’s for active and non-active women, married or single, with or without children.
Whether it’s just one or many woman who read this book, I would be happy.
It’s for women, but men can also benefit from the advice. So, by all means men, give it
a try!

Contents
-Why Do Women Make Enemies of Other Women?
-Relations for Women Who Like to Compare Themselves to Others
-Relations for Women Who like to Clearly Define Enemies and Supporters
-Relations for Friends Who are Mothers and have the “Social Relationship Job”
-Relations for Women Who Always Look for a Specific Type
-Relations for Women Who Can’t Define Clear Boundaries Between Themselves and Others
-How to Relate to Woman Who Always Put on an Act
-How to Relate to Women Who Fall in Love and Unusual Women
-How to Heal and Be Kind to your Inner Woman

About the Author
Hiroko Mizushima is a clinical psychologist. She is a graduate of Keio University where she received her
doctorate in psychology. Presently, She heads a psychology clinic and is a visiting professor of Psychology at Keio
University, as well as a representative of Attitudinal Healing Japan (AHJ).
From 2000-2005, she was a member of a committee for radical reformation of laws to stop the maltreatment of
children.
She is the author of: Okori Suuuu to Kieru Hon, Mijika na hito no Kougeki Suuuu to Nakunaru, Hontou no
Jishin wo Te ni Haieru 9tsu no Stop, Kodoku Chikara de Hitori ga Tsurai ga Raku Naru, Itsumo Isogashii ga
Naku Naru Kokoro no Shuukan, Subete no Iraira wo Nekko kara Ochikiri Hon, Jibunn de Dekiru Taioukankei
Ihou, and Dorodoroshita jitto ga suuu to kieru hon.

the work of such outcasts as Takasugi Shinsaku and Itou Haku.
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After having passed away at just 30 years of age, he left a legacy of life that is collected in this
book. Those bits and pieces of his life, collected here, will touch your heart, a collection of his
young and lonely heart, you’ll want to read them more and more.

Contents
心 Heart
-Don’t Give Up Until You’ve Finished Something
-Release All the Breath You’ve Saved Up at Once
-What to Choose and How to Choose
-How Unlucky People Think
-It’s Easy to Run from Emotion
-What Does it Mean to Be Prepared for Death?
-What is Normal for Extraordinary People?
-The Single Greatest Japanese Character
-Ashamed of Action, Ashamed of Inaction
-Emotion is Your Life

士 Courtesy

Polish Up Your Ability to be
Prepared:

Newly Translated Yoshida Shoin

-How to Not Lose Your Way
-The Courage to Delegate
-Be Prepared to Die at Anytime
-Proof of Courtesy
-The Paths that Leaders Choose
-The Goal of Conversation
-To the Center of Power
-How the Pioneers Think
-If you think you can’t use your subordinates, you’re
wrong.

志 Motivation

Live with anxiety?
Or die with ideals?
When we tried to learn from a foreign civilization, we prepared ourselves for death and decided

-True Motivation
-How to Taste the Unknown
-Why Are There People?
-New Wind Blows Every New Age
-Get Obsessed
-To Eat Delicious Food

-Find the Voice of Your Heart
-The Dreams of Great People
-There is Love Ahead
-Happy to be Japanese
-Before you Lament Over Having Nothing to Be Excited About

知 Knowledge
-Doubt Your Assumptions
-Don’t Believe it Until You Try It
-Two Ways to Live
-Don’t Waste Hints
-Teach Freely, Bow Your Head
-Don’t Talk About it Until You’ve Tried It
-Students and Warriors
-If you Reopen it, Continue It

友 Friends
-Before You Have Problems
-Help Your Friends
-Have Respect For Each Others Pride
-There is Value in Devoting Yourself to Bad Things
-Humanity Lives in People’s Eyes
-Meeting and Parting
-If You Polish Something it will Shine

死 Death
-Your Last Homework
-To Not be an Animal, To Be Human
-Where You Came From
-What You Can Do For Someone Special Today
-Think About Your Ancestors
Etc.

to board the black ship.
With the end of confinement, they opened a little school that educated Shinsaku Takasugi and
Hirobumi Ito, who would go on to ministership and to establish universities.
They saw further than anyone else, and Shoin Yoshida pulled back the curtain to the future.
His heart, will, courtesy, friendship, knowledge, and death: a method of interpreting Japanese
history led to the birth of an intense and real philosophy of life. His strong, kind words will more
your heart as they speak to us over the years.

About the Author
Ikeda Takamasa
While studying leadership and behavioral psychology at Waseda University, he was called to the
methods of Tony Robbins on how to increase the success of your business. He created his own methods
by incorporating the ideas of practical philosophy and teaching of human power in both the East and
West. After developing his own lectures on leadership and motivation he toured and helped attendees

A Word From the Publisher

all over Japan. He also learned the teachings of Masahiro Yasuoka, Tempu Nakamura, and Shinzo Mori.

There probably aren’t many people who are crazy about the history of Yoshida Shoin.

on the teachings of Shoin Yoshida. He is the author of Mirai Kioku (Sunmark Publishing) and Ugokitaku

From the small school of Shouka Sonjyuku, he had tremendous charisma, and was responsible for

He also has devoted himself to Eastern and Western thought. But his mission in life has been to pass
Nemurenakunaru (Sanctuary Books).
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away all the things that you can and the things you can achieve increases. That’s what
this book teaches. There are things that are just right for you. You alone can decide
what works for you and what doesn’t. Please use this book as a reference to sample a
life of freedom.

Contents
Stuff and Money
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Author:

Daisuke Yosumi

The 50 Things Every Person in
Their Twenties Should Get Rid Of
This book was a best seller among people in their 20s! (over a period of 5 months,
from July to November of 2012, according to Tsutaya.
Immediately throw away anything that you don’t think will be of use to you in the
future. The more you throw away, the less distractions there will be, and soon enough
your true goals and desires will come into focus. You’ll discover who you really are.
You’ll be able to concentrate better, and your abilities will be sharper. This book will
tell you concrete ways to live a fulfilled life, free from the demands of organizations
and society.
From the popular seminar “Lifestyle Design, Be your own producer” given at Jochi,
Kyoto-seika, Keio, Hosei, Rikkyo and Dokkyo universities, this book contains 50
methodologies and pieces of know-how to help you lead a free and independent life.

A Word From the Publisher
The more you worry about something you want the more difficult it becomes to
achieve it. I understand that feeling well. But, before you start worry about it, throw

-Get Rid of Noise
-Get Rid of the Idea of Stock
-Get Rid of Accessories
-Get Rid of the Idea of Increasing Your Standard of Living
-Get Rid of All Your Clothing Choices

Work Style

-Get Rid of Work that You Are Not Good At
-Get Rid of Multitasking
-Get Rid of Appeals
-Get Rid of Your To Do List
-Get Rid of Your Schedule
-Get Rid of Old Maps

Maintenance

-Get Rid of Late Nights
-Get Rid of Having a Full Stomach
-Get Rid of Following a Daily Routine

-Get Rid of Trying to Please Others
-Get Rid of Dirty Words
-Get Rid of the Idea that You Have a Certain
Nature About You

Relationships

-Get Rid of All Your Connections
-Get Rid of Your Small Rebellious Heart
-Get Rid of Checking Email
-Get Rid of Having Rivals
-Get Rid of Reservations

Life Style

-Get Rid of Your Worries
-Get Rid of You're the Life You Are Used To
-Get Rid of Always Being Online
-Get Rid of Giving Up
-Get Rid of Your Reckless Wishes
-Get Rid of Examples of Success

Etc.

About the Author
Daisuke Yosumi, a nomad of the big city and big nature, is the CEO of Lake Edge Nomad Inc.
and a recording artist producer.
He represents numerous artists who have recorded numerous hits with the record companies Sony
Music and Warner Music.
For many years, his artists have been at the top of the charts, 20 times at number 1 on Oricon
charts, and 7 times he’s recorded songs that have sold over a million copies. His artists have sold a
total of over 20,000,000 albums.
And at the height of this success, he threw it all away and went to go live in a forest by a lake in
New Zealand.
As he lived in the New Zealand forest drinking the water, fishing, growing food, and living the
natural life style, he continued to keep a foothold in Tokyo. While coming and going between the
two, he supervised Contents Creative (T4) and advised Creative Music Outdoor, as well as wrote
lectures, fly fished, and created outdoor products.
He is also a lecturer at Sophia University where he lectures on Life Style Design.
He’s also appeared in numerous outdoor and mountain climbing magazines and media, such as
Sotokoto, PEAKS, and Fly Fisher.
HP | http://4dsk.co
Twitter | http://twitter.com/4dsk
Facebook | http://www.facebook.com/daisuke.yosumi
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Author:

Hiroyuki Inoue

How to Put Things In Order
for Those Who Are Always
Trying To Do Too Much
People don’t treat you well, and your heart has gone cold.
You can’t show your weakness to others, and your emotions are worn ragged.
There is a small piece of shame within you that you cannot forgive, and so you blame
yourself endlessly.
You work very hard, and your heart is truly kind.
That is why I’d like you to completely stop blaming yourself, and stop denying
yourself, right now.
I want you to find something you like about yourself, compliment yourself on it, and
give yourself a hug.
You’re fine just the way you are.
30 messages to you heart, from a doctor that takes away people’s pain.
Because you try so hard—love yourself before you break.

This is a book for those who are always trying to do too much and are about ready to
burst. This is for those who are just too kind and can never quite make up their minds,
from a doctor who has the prescription to care for your world-weary hearts. Every day
we receive letters that give such praise as, “It helped me!” and “I couldn’t stop crying!”
and “I want to give this book to someone important!”

Contents
You are Irreplaceable

Leave Your Wounded Self Behind

For Living a Happy and Healthy Life

Meet the Person You Were Destined to Meet

You Don’t Have to Do it All Alone

Fine a Love That Makes You Happy

For Having Good Feelings

Strengthen the Bond of Marriage

You Hate Them No Matter What

If You Worry About the Relationship with Your

Tiresome

Parents

Love Your Alone Time

Choose the Right Doctor for Your Wounded

Praise Yourself Everyday

Heart

Every Baby-Step is Important

Dealing with the Death of Someone Close

Quiet Your Irritation and Anger

Dealing with Sadness

Depression as a Treasure

Meet Destiny Well

Be Free While Being Jealous

Live Without Regret

Love Yourself Today

About the Author
Hiroyuki Inoue is a dentist, therapist, and a professor, who was born in Hokkaido. He
graduated from dental school in Tokyo and opened his own dental practice in Obihiro,
Hokkaido. To offer even greater dental service he decided to go study dentistry in New
York. He has lectured at an Indiana University and other schools as well. He continues
to be very active.

Contents
chapter1 Light
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Tsuyoshi Sakura

Science with Feeling
This is so easy!
We’ve made some pretty stupid stories up, but they make it easy to grasp some difficult
scientific concepts.
The reason that so many people don’t like to study science is because the manuals
and textbooks describing it aren’t fun enough—aren’t stupid enough! If you're on the
liberal arts-side of things, and don’t have much interest in studying light, the universe,
and relativity, then this is the book for you.

-The Nature of Light
Light that enters my eye from the shiny lips of
a woman doing “duck lips.”
-Color
Red sweet peas are red, but why do I see red
when I look at a sweet pea?

chapter2 The Special Theory of Relativity

-Time Slows Down
The way a married woman in her forties will
slow down the work of a younger man in the
workplace.

chapter3 The Law of Attraction

-The Gravitational Pull of the Earth
Can a protagonist come back after an accident
to protect the person he loves?

chapter4 The General Theory of Relativity

-Spatial Distortion
Create a situation where you can glimpse a
woman’s underwear without adjusting your
position.
-Gravity and Time
On the expiration date difference for women
and men working in skyscrapers on the top
floor and the bottom floor.

chapter6 Time Machines

-The possibility of the existence of the closed
curve of time.
If a time machine were invented I would go
right back to the most embarrassing day of my
life.

chapter7 Inventions

-Cryonics
I saw a dream that someday we will be able to
thaw frozen individuals and return them to a
healthier state.

chapter8 Space

-Intelligent and Unintelligent Life
It’s not aliens who look shady but the people
looking at them.

chapter9 The Theory of Evolution

-Acquired Physical Attributes and Heredity
A beautiful woman who has had plastic surgery
will not pass on her good looks to her child.
-Coevolution and Sexual Selection
A discussion on the strength of will of Dragon
Ball rivals Goku and Vejeta.

chapter5 Quantum Theory

-The Nature of Particles
What a particle and a company employee
looking at a suspicious website have in
common.

A Word From the Publisher

About the Author

“A book that middle school students who love the sciences would like to read…” was
the problem proposed for writing this book. When I was a middle school student I
was only interested in comics, girls, and dirty things. Then I found Sakura Tsuyoshi’s
book right in front of me, a crafted work. Any normal person in good health would
laugh when reading this book. But, physics professors would probably get upset.

Sakura Tsuyoshi is an author who was born in 1976 in Shizuoka, Japan. He
proclaimed that his explanation of The Theory of Relativity was the funniest in the
world. His first book was, You Idiot, You Want to Go to India Again? But, actually,
maybe I do (Alphapolis) was a best seller.
Takuto Araki was born in 1976 in Shizuoka, Japan. He is an assistant professor and
conducts research in the field of engineering for Yokohama National University. He
received a doctorate in engineering from Kyoto University. He specializes in Thermal
Engineering (data published in this book is up to date at the time of publication).
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Yukari Togawa

The Most Important Day
in the World
Number one for gift giving!
(The statements below where comments taken from Amazon Japan: June 13th, 2011)

“This is a story that will cause kind tears that don’t stop.”
“Presently, this story is exploding in popularity.”
“Sushi I remember eating with my grandmother.”
“This will be a comfort to me until I’m old and gray.”
“I pawned off my camera and really enjoyed that Birthday Party”
“31 birthday stories that will warm your heart.”
“I’ll cry while reading it so I can’t read it in public.”

A Word From the Publisher
“Let’s make a book that will move you to tears,” was the rough concept. Then after
receiving the manuscript and reading the first story, “An Old Man I Didn’t Know,”
I suddenly started crying. Then as I continued reading all the stories I cried at one
after the other. So I decided to publish it. It was that simple. If everyone else could
experience that kind of warmth I would be happy.

An Old Man I Didn’t Know
The Day I Was Born
My First Louis Vuitton
Two Birthdays
A Present for a Distant Day
The Words I Wish I’d said
The Completely Blank Appointment Book
A Birthday Without a Leading Role
Clumsy Sympathy: From Part-Time Work to Manager
Clumsy Sympathy: From Manager to Part-Time Work
Grandma’s Sushi
Etc.

About the Author
Yukari Togawa was born April 24th, 1979 in Osaka, Japan. She is the vocals of the pop
group trio “MinxZone.
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When you put off a job until later, you forget about it.
You can’t find your files or documents when you need them.
…and other problems at the office can all be solved.
You need the organization skills that they don’t teach at the office—this book will
teach you the basics, and everything else that you need.

A Word From the Publisher
In one book we have thoroughly collected what CEOs at the top corporation in Japan
do naturally. This book is full of skills that your company will never teach you.

Contents

A Guide to the Methods of People
Who Rarely Make Mistakes:
How To Write Documents, Letters,
and Notes
“Businessmen in their 30s and 40s chose this as the number one book they’d like their
younger coworkers to read!”
85% of your mistakes at work can be solved with organization!
We’ve taken the advice of the best workers in Japanese business and compiled them
into the easiest to understand textbook on organization!
You forget a meeting because you didn’t take a memo.
You can’t meet your deadlines at work.
You quickly lose sight of your priorities.
You make the same mistakes over and over.
You can’t sum up your opinions in meetings.
You mess up client’s names and faces.

-Filing Tools You Can’t Do Without
-How to Increase Your Index Search
-Use the Right File in the Right Place
-How to File Receipts
-How to File Your Faxes
-How to Organize Your Briefcase
-How to Organize Your Desktop
-The Basics of Planner Activity
-Schedule Planning for the Long and Short Middle Term
-How to Take Good Notes in Your Planner
-Skills for Taking Good Notes at Meetings
-The Basics of Note Taking
-Get better Taking Notes on While Reading Books
-Making a Map to Put Your Thoughts in Order
-Use Your Notes to Make Plans
-Compile an Index of Your Notes On Your Computer
Etc.
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Yuriko Usami

For Those Who Try to do
Too Much
Presented here are 27 Things to Think About to Make You Happy.
If you’ve been thinking, “recently I’m so tired…” Then we want you to teach you
how to remove the dust from you heart. If you understand your heart then you will
understand yourself and others and before long you life will be interesting. Because
your heart is something else, it is you.

A Word From the Publisher
Your heart certainly looks after you. But, the people who know that if you understand
your heart then you will understand yourself, those people will have interesting lives.
Because your heart is you.
But, if you haven’t removed any of the dust on your heart you have received since
birth, you can’t polish up your heart and live your life well.

There is something you must do.
You know the nature of this dust and know how to deal with it.
If you do that your heart will free for you.
This book presents 27 important things to think about for your happiness along with
heart-warming pictures.

Contents
Love Yourself
Become A Cry Baby
Don’t Change, Be Happy
Believe Yourself
Be Free With Money
Don’t Deny Your Heart
The Power to Forgive
Growing Never Ends
The Feeling of Being Thankful
You’re exactly who you are: Not more, not Less.
Etc.

About the Author
Yuriko Usami became a Japanese TV announcer in 1975. In 1989, she won an award
from “Futatsu no Kokoro” for a newspaper sponsored “Human Documentary.”She
then moved to Sydney, Australia and worked for a company called Media Coordinate
for seven years. After returning to Japan she became a guidance counselor. She was a
talking head for TBS’s Morning Eye program and was a regular on Fuji TV’s program
Waratteiitomo. She still does counseling on the internet and has continues to counsel
people for over 15 years. Her first book, Genki wo Dashite sold 240,000 copies. Her
second book For You, Who Tries Too Hard sold 170,000 copies. And her third book,
Istumo Eegao sold 100,000 copies.
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Author:

Hiromi Sato

I Want to Make Living In
Japan Important
This book contains ideas and hints that make it easier for any beginner to start
enjoying Saijiki.
It is a book that helps you to love the occasions and customs that you live through,
each and every year.

While of course these events and customs are fun in-and-of themselves, this book is for
women who don’t know where to start writing Saijiki, or who think it seems difficult
and boring. Filled with fun, cute illustrations, this is the perfect introduction to the
craft.

A Word From the Publisher
Beautiful seasons and the colors they bring, the wisdom and design of living a rich life,
enjoying a life like long ago when we didn't rely on so many things…there are many
unique Japanese events and custom.
Even without this knowledge, you can live without much trouble, but increasing your
knowledge of these things may just help you live a little more of a rich life.
It’s not that this book doesn’t show any interest in those things, but it presents: “Where
Do I Start?” and “It’s Troublesome to Have a Small Misfortune,” for women who
might have these things. There are plenty of easy illustrations on how to get started
and introduces many seasonal words.

Contents
-The New Year
-Opening of the New Year
-Coming-of-age Ceremony
-The Day Before the Beginning of Spring
-Flower Viewing
-Clamming
-Plum Picking
-Plum Work

-Tanabata
-Lantern Festival
-Fireworks
-Autumn Leaves
-Seven, Five, Three Years Old Day
-Spring Cleaning
-Last Day of the Year
Etc.

When you live with the Saijiki your life, you live each day thoughtfully. Slowly…
New years, Tanabata, Nights of the full moon… These events throughout the year are
traditions that we cherish, and they are also a great opportunity to try your hand at
Saijiki. This book aims to introduce the reader to journalling through these simple,
casual events.
There are many original Japanese customs…from enjoying the changing of the seasons
and the colorful events that accompany them, the ideas that make life easier and more
comfortable, to ways of enjoying yourself without relying on outside entertainment.
So much of it goes by when we don’t pay attention, but if we could find some way to
focus on it then our lives would be all the richer and more fulfilling.

About the Author
Hiromi Sato was born in 1978. She graduated from a design school, and works as a
freelance designer and illustrator. This is her first book.

About the Author
Genre: Motivation
ISBN 978-4-86113-926-0
128×182mm Paperback 160 pages
Price: 1,400 yen + tax

188,000
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Author:

Takumi Yamazaki

SHIFT
This book is for people who had motivation yesterday, but can’t find any today.
Successful people have a “switch” for their motivation.
Why doesn’t motivation seem to come when you need it? Why can’t you stay
motivated?
This book will clearly explain the relationship of cause and effect that “will power” and
“action” share, while teaching you the methods you need to realize results.

A Word From the Publisher
Sometimes motivation just won’t come. Or sometimes it comes on suddenly, but fades
away just as quickly. This can be troublesome.
This book is for those who want to be better at work or home, but are always
struggling with their feelings of enthusiasm. It will explain scientifically the strange
existence of this concept of “motivation,” and it will completely change the way you
think about it.

Yamazaki Takumi was born in 1965. He is the author of Yaruki no Switch, Jinsei no Project, and Kikubari no
Tsubo. His books have sold a combined total of over 1,100,000 copies. His hit book Yaruki no Switch was
translated into English under the title Shift in 2011 and was sold throughout North America. His books have
also been translated into Mandarin, Korean, and Arabic. He is published throughout the world.

About the Author
Genre: Travel
ISBN 978-4-921132-05-7
128×180mm Paperback
Price: 1,300 yen + tax

253,000
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Author:

Ayumu Takahashi

LOVE & FREE:

Words & Photos Collected from
the Streets Around the World
Why not roam free?
Starting out with no particular length or course in mind, the author roamed the world,
from the South to the North Pole, for two years, and 30 countries in between. He
collected pieces of life from disparate corners of the world and recorded them in this
journal. Readers will soon find themselves wanting to cross the seas and go on journeys
themselves.

A Word From the Publisher
Anyone in Japan that considers himself a “traveler” will have no doubt read this book.
This book is widely known as the definitive Japanese travel journal. Filled with plain
photos and simple words, curiously, it touches everyone’s heart that reads it. This book
has released many people from the bonds of the everyday grind and allowed them to
choose a life of freedom to come and go as they please.

Ayumu Takahashi was born in 1972. He’s considered a “free man” in Japan.
Ayumu Takahashi, at the age of twenty, inspired by the movie Cocktail, dropped out of college and together with
friends opened Rockwells, an American style bar.
In two years he expanded his one bar to four. At twenty-three, in order to publish his autobiography, again
together with friends, he established his own publishing company, Sanctuary Publishing, Inc. Here he produced
a number of hit books and his autobiography, Everyday is an Adventure, became a best seller.
He was married at twenty-six and just three days after his wedding, relinquished the title of president to set out
on a journey around the world with his new bride. Approximately two years later, after having roamed thirty
some countries, he returned home. In December 2001, he and his wife settled in Okinawa and built a “nature
village.”
As the same time, he continued writing, and started new publishers in New York and Tokyo. Also, in Tokyo,
Fukushima, New York, Bali, India, and Jamaica, he built restaurants and guesthouses. He also built preschools
for impoverished people in Jamaica and India.
In 2008, to mark the 10th anniversary of his wedding, he and his wife and two children traveled around the
world again in a RV.
In 2011, due to the Fukushima tsunami and earthquake in eastern Japan, he stopped his travels and returned to
Japan and created a volunteer center. He gathered over 20,000 people under his volunteer network to help with
reconstruction. He still continues to forward projects in Ishinomaki City and Fukushima City.
In 2013, after four years of travelling with his family, he has finally decided to move to the “big island” of Hawaii.
Presently, he is the author of books selling a total of over 2,000,000 copies worldwide. They have been translated
into multiple languages including English, Korean, and Taiwanese.

Contents
Genre: Science
ISBN 978-4-86113-993-2
128×182mm Paperback 144 pages
Price: 1,200 yen + tax

66,000

Copies Shipped

Author:

Hitoshi Nakagawa

The World’s Easiest
Astronomy Book
A sleeper hit, with over 53,000 copies sold, this hit title has been revised, and now the
new and improved version makes its debut.
Aerospace Development Specialist turned high school teacher, Mr. Nakagawa brings
his exciting “space” classes to you in this volume.
Released to coincide with the last Discovery shuttle mission, this is a book that is
actually used in high school curriculums. This book explains scientific concepts in a
romantic but clear way, accompanied by “blackboard-style” illustrations.

A Word From the Publisher
I want to pay forward the experiences I had with space to other people. I want to show
many people the wonders of space.
-Hitoshi Nakagawa
Space seems like an amazing place, but honestly, I know nothing about it. I want some
one to teach me about it in a clear and easy way.
-Sanctuary Books
Those two thoughts served as the basis for this book.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Do Aliens Really Exist?
How many Dimensions are There?
Everything We See is in the Past
Everything is Pulled Together
Living at Light Speed
One Way Ticket to the Future
When the Moon is Large
Life of Universe
Space Elevator
Where Does Space Start?
Why is the Sky Blue?
Define the Universe
The centrifugal Force of the Earth
The Beginning of the Universe
What is Outside the Universe?
Could Mankind Live on the Moon?
Day and Night in Space
Rotation of the Earth
A Bird in an Airplane
Teleportation
The Number of Stars
Up and Down in Space

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

How Far to the Stars?
Temperature in Space
Can You Hear Sound in Space?
Is There Wind in Space?
Zero Gravity World
A Straight Line and the Shortest Path
Bodily Changes in Space
Space Vehicles
Direction of Rotation in Space
Space and Garbage
The Earth’s Atmosphere
A State of Vacuum
Getting into Space
Theory of Rocket Flight
The International Space Station
Life on the Space Station: Language and Food
Viewing the Space Station
Space Exploration Spinoffs
Comets
The True Nature of Shooting Stars
Meteors
Why Go into Space?

About the Author
Hitoshi Nakagawa is a former officer of Japan's Aerospace Exploration Agency. Presently, he is a teacher of Osaka
Sumiyoshi High School.
He once worked for astronautic projects and publicity for manned space activities, however one day while telling
space stories to children he made the decision to tell them to a great many more people.

Genre: Graphic Fiction
ISBN 978-4-86113-921-5
128×182mm Paperback 352 pages
Price: 880 yen + tax
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Author:

Yumiko Shirai

Tenkensai
Tenkensai was the first self-published graphic novel to win the Japan Media Arts
Award in 2007 for encouragement.
This is the story of the living legend of the Yama no Orochi.
Saki, a young girl, trying to escape destiny, finds refuge in an unusual and rough line
of work. But she has been chosen for an unthinkable role; a princess must be sacrificed
to the monster Yamata no Orochi at the 50 year Tenken Festival. Can Manaka, the
man who is in love with her, follow her into this abyss to save her from fate; only to
discover the dark secret of the ceremony?

A Word From the Publisher
Tenkensai was a self-published graphic novel to win the 11th Annual Japan Media Arts
Festival Award for Encouragement. Yumiko Shirai won recognition for her unique
fusion of ancient Japanese myths with a one of a kind vision of the future.

About the Author
Yumiko Shirai was born in Ehime Prefecture and attended Kyoto Universtiy for the Arts majoring in oil painting.
She is a self-made illustrator and author. This is her first major work in Japan and won the 2007 Japan Media
Arts Festival Award for Encouragement. In 2008, it was her first work to be published by Sanctuary Books.

Genre: Photography
ISBN 978-4-86113-943-7
148×188mm Paperback 280 pages
Price: 1,800 yen + tax
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Author:

Takashi Owaki

DREAMS
What do you want to be when you grow up?
Anywhere you go, you’re sure to find lots of dreams.
Including Asia, Europe, America, Africa, the Middle East, and Oceania, Taku traveled
the world asking kids what their dreams were. He collected all their smiling faces and
beautiful dreams into this photo book.

A Word From the Publisher
This magnificent full color, 280 page photo book makes the perfect gift!

About the Author
Takashi Owaki is a photographer from Nagoya, Japan. He has a degree in architecture from Mie Prefecture
University and has studied at the International Center of Photography in New York City. He has worked as a
freelance photographer in Tokyo since 2002. His exhibitions include: Joy of Life (Chashama Gallery NY), Little
Ones (The 4th Street Gallery NY), 500 Stories (Photo gallery International Tokyo), and Oyobi (PRINZ Tokyo).
He continues to travel the world with his Leica Camera talking to people about their lives and dreams.

Contents
20s, a story of 10 years.

Genre: Biography
ISBN 978-4-902256-00-0
Price: 1,400 yen + tax

STORY 0 / TEENS

STORY 1 / MY SHOP

STORY 2 / MY BOOK

STORY 3 / WORLD JOURNEY

I want to try anything and everything.
20 years old. I will start my own shop.
23 years old. I will start my own publisher.
26 years old. I will travel the world with my wife.

STORY 4 / ISLAND PROJECT

28 years old. I will return to Japan and start and island village

NOW / MY LIFE

30 years old. Now, what do I think?

on an Okinawan island.

133,000
Copies Shipped
Author:

Ayumu Takahashi

Adventure Life
Author, café owner, publisher, world traveler, living life on his own terms. Ayumu
Takahashi travels the world and lives his life by his dreams and adventures, as a free
man. This is an autobiography of his 20s.
After starting a bar with his friends, getting married and traveling the world with his
wife, at 30 years old, now what does he think about…?
This is a well-made book about how to lead a free life with the people you love.

A Word From the Publisher
As an author, Ayumu Takahashi’s 20s are now over and he welcomes turning 30. This
is a book about all he did and learned in those ten years. But rather than just create
a collection of his life, we tried to capture it as it we were just hanging out. The first
part is a collection of his lectures and the second half is of things we talked about over
drinks. This is the sort of book readers should think of as they read, a feeling of just
talking and hanging out with an old friend.

* Words. 64 messages from Ayumu Takahashi.

About the Author
Ayumu Takahashi was born in 1972. He’s considered a “free man” in Japan.
Ayumu Takahashi, at the age of twenty, inspired by the movie Cocktail, dropped out of college and together with
friends opened Rockwells, an American style bar.
In two years he expanded his one bar to four. At twenty-three, in order to publish his autobiography, again
together with friends, he established his own publishing company, Sanctuary Publishing, Inc. Here he produced
a number of hit books and his autobiography, Everyday is an Adventure, became a best seller.
He was married at twenty-six and just three days after his wedding, relinquished the title of president to set out
on a journey around the world with his new bride. Approximately two years later, after having roamed thirty
some countries, he returned home. In December 2001, he and his wife settled in Okinawa and built a “nature
village.”
As the same time, he continued writing, and started new publishers in New York and Tokyo. Also, in Tokyo,
Fukushima, New York, Bali, India, and Jamaica, he build restaurants and guesthouses. He also built preschools
for impoverished people in Jamaica and India.
In 2008, to mark the 10th anniversary of his wedding, he and his wife and two children traveled around the
world again in a RV.
In 2011, due to the Fukushima tsunami and earthquake in eastern Japan, he stopped his travels and returned to
Japan and created a volunteer center. He gathered over 20,000 people under his volunteer network to help with
reconstruction. He still continues to forward projects in Ishinomaki City and Fukushima City.
In 2013, after four years of travelling with his family, he has finally decided to move to the “big island” of Hawaii.
Presently, he is the author of books selling a total of over 2,000,000 copies worldwide. They have been translated
into multiple languages including English, Korean, and Taiwanese.
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